Temporal characteristics of contextual effects in sound localization.
Two experiments examined plasticity induced by context in a simple target localization task. The context was represented by interleaved localization trials with the target preceded by a distractor. In a previous study, the context induced large response shifts when the target and distractor stimuli were identical 2-ms-noise clicks [Kopčo, Best, and Shinn-Cunningham (2007). J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 121, 420-432]. Here, the temporal characteristics of the contextual effect were examined for the same stimuli. Experiment 1 manipulated the context presentation rate and the distractor-target inter-stimulus interval (ISI). Experiment 2 manipulated the temporal structure of the context stimulus, replacing the one-click distractor either by a distractor consisting of eight sequentially presented clicks or by a noise burst with total energy and duration identical to the eight-click distractor. In experiment 1, the contextual shift size increased with increasing context rate while being largely independent of ISI. In experiment 2, the eight-click-distractor induced a stronger shift than the one-click-distractor context, while the noise-distractor context induced a very small shift. These results suggest that contextual plasticity is an adaptation driven both by low-level factors like spatiotemporal context distribution and higher-level factors like perceptual similarity between the stimuli, possibly related to precedence buildup.